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About This Content

The famous Stonemarket First Bank is known to be unbreachable…but not to all.

As the Master Thief, infiltrate the City’s most secure location to retrieve the coveted Hudnall family’s necklace an item all local
thieves are desperate to get their hands on.

None so far have managed to snatch it…Will you be able to outsmart the Bank’s security to steal this rare artifact?

 Unlock the gates to the Bank

 Test your thieving skills in this heavily guarded and treacherous place.

 Outsmart security measures found exclusively in this mission

 Search for the Bank’s unique loot and many other secrets!

 A true homage to the Bank mission in Thief II: The Metal Age.
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Title: THIEF: The Bank Heist
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Thief
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista with Platform Update for Windows Vista

Processor: High-Performance Dual Core CPU or Quad Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon 4800 series / Nvidia GTS 250

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Polish,Czech
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I didn't expect much, because of the $0.99 price, and I got what I expected. The voice acting in the game is.. not great. The
shadows that seperate from you and repeat your movements can be buggy, and frustrating at times. The game is the perfect
amount of time for a game of this price, I finished about half of it in about a half an hour. There's one thing that made me stop
playing, and for gods sake, stop putting invisable mazes in games. The invisable maze in this game is a pain, not to mention (I
suppose) you need to use the shadow dupes to get through. If you're consistent with platformers, and have the extra money, I'd
recommend this game despite it's flaws.. game is great however i cant recommend when the game is dead.
make it free to play again. This isn't a deep game, but it's innovative, fun, and funny and fairly priced for what it is. This is one
of those games you should pull out at a party to kill some time and have a few laughs. The computer makes a fine opponent as
well. The downside on this game is that once you've played through a few times, it doesn't bear a lot of repeat single player
gameplay. However, as a party game this is well worth the price.. I'm absolutely in love with this game. First of all, I have to say,
I really think this game isn't for everyone. It's based on short stories by a Japanese writer called Haruki Murakami. He's a really
polarizing writer, which means that you either love him, or don't care much about him. This, for better or worse, also carries
over to the game. However, as Murakami happens to be my favourite writer, this game was AMAZING.

This, again like Murakami's work, is a game more about living an experience than about clear endings and answers, or about
teaching you something. It's about something happening, and you being there to see it. It's a story about surrealism that is
portrayed in such a natural way that it makes it seem normal. It's a story about cute characters with peculiar back stories. It's a
story about an elephant vanishing overnight and about a girl that forgot her name because it ran away. You have to dive headfirst
into the universe and let yourself to enjoy the ride without overthinking about anything to fully enjoy it. And that's not
something that everyone can or wants to do, and that's perfectly valid.

Prior to playing the game I've read from a lot of people that this game, being a graphic adventure, has what many consider a
flaw from classic graphic stories, and that is that some puzzles lack any logic and more a matter of trial and error until you find
a solution which can be really frustrating and keep you stuck in a certain point for a long while. I played the game with a guide
at hand at all times, and I'd recommend doing the same if you fear about getting stuck, 'cause I don't really think it made the
experience any worse or more lacking at all.

I loved the art style of the game. I really think it fits the surreal mood of the game and the universe it portrays perfectly. The
voice acting was remarkable, and the soundtrack, even without having much of a presence, works perfectly to set the mood of
every scene and place you find yourself into.

I loved what this game had to offer, and I'll be looking forward for future releases by its developers.

9'5/10. Probably one of them Best Simulator out there but as you can see (read from forums that is) this game is too early to be
released, Lacks almost all the basic steps to play the game and be able to enjoy it.

Also it would be good that if you select a country you choose to be part of it would still set the game into English and not
Country Language, otherwise you need a subtitle stating the country pick is based on language.

No Music, Buildings are limited to the ones that are already complete. Tutorial Incomplete, Lacking Information on almost
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everything, etc etc

I would like to see this game completed one day and hope it would be a success.

Good Luck INTERMARUM
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fun economically but the combat it trash. i really liked these player profile especially fallen and get right. Did not like it. I was
pleasantly surprised by this game in that the puzzles were very creative. I enjoyed the scary parts, as much as the puzzles! Best if
played in the dark. :)
. A very adorable, inspiring collection of stories with a very fitting art style! Very cute, certainly a mood booster!. Is this game
worth 14.99 Uhmm...
Ya I believe so, Over-all If you like Take on Mars and the EA JCB Pioneer game then yes you'll enjoy what this EA Game has
to offer.

As of today 12/02/18 its missing a story and is clearly not Complete. right now you get to try out the games main machanics
with plenty to do - but its not yet to the point a pros and cons list would be of use - Id rather just say this game has alot of
potential and heading in the right direction... Sure there are some minor bugs but the game never crashed on me...

The game has a good atmosphere about it with a decent map size, but the martian lanscape was really hit or miss for me, one
minute your coming over a ridge and think ohh that looks awsome and what a nice view of the valley floor and the next ridge
you come over your like this area cant possibly be done ( hopfully ). There are random weather events like crazy storms that can
last a couple days blocking out the sun stopping the solar power to your base, if your not ready for it you will die...!

The Mars Buggy is a blast to drive after you locate it, and useful for hauling stuff between the 3 bases.

Its worth a try if your into Mars survival games, My only real concern is its a 0ne Person build team - thou their very talented it
may take much longer if ever to complete due to the ambitious detail thats going into it, the game was kick started in 2013 and
feels maybe half done.

Gameplay... After your evacuation pod lands - You find theres a limited supply of food left over from previous expeditions, So
this game is quite literally a how long can you survive with whats on the planet game. Food and supplies have to be rounded up
by exploring the martian landscape, when you run out of food your dead - no potatos seeds in this game, and no supply drops.

Plush living qtrs have everything you need to survive as long as you keep maintenance up - as long as machinery is in use it will
degrade over time. youll need to repair everything after a few days so you wont need to make or scavange parts. if you're not
using it turn it off.

Tip for the buggy: Dont just hold down the forwered key, you can cycle it on and off running between 3/4 & full speed to save
your power... I think they programmed it to use power based on how long the keys pressed vs distance traveled.

There is lots more to say but finding out for your self is half the fun so ill end this here.
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